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Domains Explanation of domains (if selected the trainee will receive a detailed list of tasks with the traineeship offer)
Digital communications: web and social media The unit is responsible for the Council's public website, including its content and its constant improvement for users. It is also in charge of the Council's corporate social media channels.

Employment, Social policy and Health The DG covers the policy areas of employment, occupational health and safety, social policy, gender equality and non-discrimination matters, including the coordination of work of the Employment Committee (EMCO) and the 
Social Protection Committee (SPC). Within the remit of the EPSCO Council the unit advises and assists the Presidency in carrying out its programme at all levels. 

Home Affairs The team deals with dossiers concerning Schengen, Visas, Borders, Asylum, Migration, Police and Customs cooperation.

Human Resources  The trainee will shadow HR representatives in all phases of the selection process, organise and prepare communication activities/information sessions to staff, assist on HR projects (job descriptions, evaluation system, rotation 
exercise etc), review of the Council's social media tools related to management recruitments and employer branding.

IT - Information and communication technologies  
Trainees are expected to provide management with an analytical view of ICT at the Council and identify improvement opportunities at management level, where changes could bring about a greater impact in improving the 
organization and the implications of ICT for the organizational goals of the GSC. The aim is that trainees should have the opportunity to decide whether they would prefer to pursue a management career rather than an expert 
career after their traineeship at the Council. 

Interinstitutional Relations and Legislative 
Procedures 

The team assists the Presidency as regards the Council's relations with other EU institutions and bodies, in particular the European Parliament (EP), attends debates in Parliament - both plenary and committees - and reports 
back internally and to Member States. The team coordinates the preparation of briefs for Presidency appearances in the EP and is in charge of the General Affairs Working Party, which is responsible for institutional issues. 
The team is also in charge of the coordination and the advisory support on the ordinary legislative procedure (codecision), in particular on horizontal issues arising across all codecision policy areas, and on the handling of 
negotiations with the EP.

Internal Audit

Internal auditors are expected to assess the systems of risk management, internal control and governance, as well as the performance of services in relation to the duties assigned to them. In this regard, the internal auditor's 
role is to provide reassurance about the existence of internal control systems in place, which operate effectively, as well as about the existence of risk management and governance processes. The tasks are to attest to the 
validity of systems and, if necessary, to propose or promote measures to improve the management and performance of audited services. The trainee will assist in particular the internal auditors in charge of the ongoing audit 
assignments to get a hands-on knowledge of Internal Audit methodology in the operational and financial areas.The trainee will also help with various ad hoc specific tasks (compliance and substantive testing, drafting minutes 
of meetings, elaborating tables with figures, flowcharts, etc.) to assist the auditors in ongoing audits. 

Law / EU Law The trainee will assist the team in providing legal advice to the Council and its preparatory bodies and in defending the Council before the European courts. Tasks include research in relation to the current cases, drafting 
summaries and contributions to Legal Service opinions, preparing meetings, participation in hearings and preparatory bodies of the Council.

Outreach and Events The unit is responsible for engaging with public audiences and multipliers on behalf of the Council and EUCO. 
Translation - Terminology The trainee will translate documents into the main language, prepare documents for translation, provide terminology research.


